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We consider a family of stochastic differential equations with a drift depending
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the stochastic differential equation on Rd
{X(t)=’(0)+|
t
0
H(s, Xs) ds+|
t
0
g(s, X(s&r)) dW(s),
X(t)=’(t),
t0,
&rt0.
(1)
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Here r denotes a strictly positive time delay, W is an n-dimensional Wiener
process, Xs denotes the path [X(u), &rus], and ’: [&r, 0]  Rd is a
continuous function. Using Malliavin calculus, Bell and Mohammed [6]
have derived the existence and smoothness of densities for the law of the
solution of (1) at a fixed time tt0>0, where t0 is defined by the assump-
tions on the system (see also [5] for a more simple setting). The non-
degeneracy hypotheses on the coefficient g allow the noise covariance to
degenerate on a moving hypersurface in Rd in the way stated rigorously in
assumption (H ) of Section 3. An interesting by-product of their analysis
is a general criterion for hypoellipticity of second-order time-dependent
parabolic operators with space independent principal terms.
Assume that the coefficient g in (1) is replaced by =g, where = # (0, 1];
that means, instead of (1) consider
{X =(t)=’(0)+|
t
0
H(s, X =s) ds+= |
t
0
g(s, X =(s&r)) dW(s),
X =(t)=’(t),
t0,
&rt0.
(2)
Notice that the perturbed system can be viewed as a deterministic hereditary
system forced with a nonlinear delay term driven by a ‘‘small’’ random noise.
Fix t>0 and denote by p=t( y) the density of X
=(t) at y # Rd. Our purpose
is to prove that, under suitable hypotheses,
lim sup
= a 0
=2 log p=t( y)&d
2( y), (3)
lim inf
= a 0
=2 log p=t( y)&d
2( y), (4)
where d 2( y) and d 2( y) are finite constants depending on t and y.
For diffusion processes this result is known as Varadhan’s estimates. In
this case the problem is related to the short time behaviour of heat kernels,
which has been studied with analytical methods by many authors (see, for
instance [24]). Molchanov in [16] has given a probabilistic approach to
the problem and since then many authors have studied this question under
nondegeneracy conditions of various types ([2, 4] among others).
The approach used in our paper is based on the ideas introduced by
Le andre [9, 10]. They combine large deviation estimates and Malliavin
calculus. This method has also been used by Le andre and Russo in two
examples of hyperbolic stochastic partial differential equations: the two-
parameter Ito^ equation [11] and the wave equation in dimension one
[12]. Le andre’s method can be formulated in the general framework of an
abstract Wiener space (see [19, Propositions 4.4.1 and 4.4.2]). This inter-
esting remark opens the possibility of the analysis of the asymptotic
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behaviour of perturbed densities in many examples of Wiener functionals
(see for instance [13, 14, 21] among others), in particular for the solutions
of stochastic delay equations.
Here we will restrict the time parameter to the set [&r, T], T>0. We
consider the abstract Wiener space (0, H, P) associated with the Wiener
process [W(s), 0sT ]. That is, 0 is the space of continuous functions
C ([0, T]; Rn), H is the space of absolutely continuous functions f : [0, T]
 Rn, f (0)=0, such that T0 | f4 (s)|
2 ds<+, where f4 =( f4 1, ..., f4 n). H is
called the CameronMartin space associated with W. Finally, P is the
Wiener measure defined on 0. For any f # H we set & f &2H=
T
0 | f4 (s)|
2 ds.
Following [19] the proof of (3) needs two ingredients:
(1) A large deviation principle (LDP) for the family [X =(t), = # (0, 1]]
of solutions at time t of the perturbed system (2).
(2) Estimates of the L p-norm of the inverse of the Malliavin matrix
of X =(t) in terms of negative powers of =.
Then, the upper bound is given in terms of the action functional which
describes the LDP.
As far as we know, large deviation estimates for stochastic delay equa-
tions have only been proved for the very particular case g#1 in [22]. We
devote Section 2 to state a LDP for the family of processes [X=(t), &rtT ],
= # (0, 1], in the space C’([&r, T]; Rd ) of continuous functions such that
the restriction on [&r, 0] is the function ’. More precisely, for any f # H
let [S f (t), t # [&r, T]] be the solution of
{S f (t)=’(0)+|
t
0
H(s, S fs ) ds+|
t
0
g(s, S f (s&r)) f4 (s) ds,
S f (t)=’(t),
t0,
&rt0,
(5)
where S fs denotes the path [S
f (u), &rus].
For any g # C’([&r, T]; Rd ) set
I(g)=inf[ 12 & f &
2
H : g=S
f, f # H].
We prove in Theorem 2.1 that for any open set O and any closed set F in
C’([&r, T]; Rd ),
&4(O)lim inf
= a 0
=2 log P(X = # O),
lim sup
= a 0
=2 log P(X = # F )&4(F ),
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where, for any Borel set B of C’([&r, T]; Rd ), 4(B)=infg # B I(g). The
contraction principle yields the corresponding LDP for the family of
random vectors [X =(t), = # (0, 1]].
One of the crucial ideas used in [6] consists in reducing the stochastic
hereditary equation (1) to a much more elementary one, by conditioning
on the past history of the solution process. By a partial integration by
parts, the analysis of the Malliavin matrix for the conditioned system suf-
fices to prove the existence and smoothness of densities [6, Lemma 4.1].
The same idea can be implemented in the abstract setting of [19] (see also
[17]) for the study of the logarithmic estimates of the densities. The most
delicate matter turns out to be the study of the L p-norm for the inverse of
the conditioned Malliavin matrix.
Fix R0; we prove in the Appendix that for t&rR:t the
Malliavin derivative of X =(t), D: X =(t), satisfies the equation
D: X =(t)=|
t
:
H!(s, X =s)(D: X
=)s ds+=g(:, X =(:&r)), (6)
where (D:X =)s denotes the function u # [:, s]  D:X =(u). Set
#R, tX = (t)=\ :
n
l=1
|
t
R
D(l ): X
=, i (t) D (l ): X
=, j (t) d:+1i, jd . (7)
Section 3 is devoted to prove that, under suitable nondegeneracy
conditions
&(#R, tX= (t))
&1&kC=&N(k),
where C and N(k) are positive constants (see Theorem 3.1).
Section 4 is devoted to prove the upper logarithmic estimate (3). We
state the conditioned version of [19, Proposition 4.4.2]. This allows us to
apply the results proved in the preceding Sections 2 and 3 and to check
that (3) holds with d 2( y)=inf[ 12 & f &
2
H : S
f (t)= y, f # H]. We also give
conditions ensuring that d 2( y) is finite.
In Section 5 we state the lower bound (4). The proof of this estimate
relies on a conditioned version of [19, Proposition 4.4.1] given in Proposi-
tion 5.1. We check that the family of Wiener functionals [X =(t), = # (0, 1]]
satisfies the assumptions of this proposition. Then we conclude that (4)
holds with
d 2( y)=inf[ 12 & f &
2
H : S
f (t)= y, det #R, tS f (t)>0, f # H].
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Here
#R, tS f (t)=\ :
n
l=1
|
t
R
D (l ): S
f, i (t) D (l ): S
f, j (t) d:+1i, jd , (8)
with t&rR:t and
D : S f (t)=|
t
:
H!(s, S fs )(D :S
f )s ds+ g(:, S f (:&r)), (9)
where D denotes the Fre chet derivative operator (see the Appendix).
Finally, we give conditions ensuring that d 2( y) is finite and one example
where d 2( y)=d 2( y).
Along the paper we have used basic ingredients of Malliavin calculus; we
have owned the presentation and notation from [18, 19]. For the sake of
completeness we quote the essentials in the Appendix, together with some
technical results.
2. LARGE DEVIATION PRINCIPLE
We consider the following set of hypotheses, as in [6]:
Hypotheses (H). (i) W: [0, )_0 [ Rn is a standard n-dimensional
Wiener process, defined on a complete filtered probability space (0, F,
(Ft)t0 , P).
(ii) g: [0, )_Rd [ Rd_n is a continuous map into the space of d_n
matrices, with bounded partial derivatives in the space variables of all orders.
The space Rd_n is furnished with the HilbertSchmidt norm.
(iii) r is a positive real number and ’: [&r, 0] [ Rd is a continuous
initial path.
(iv) C is the space of all continuous paths !: [&r, ) [ Rd given the
compact-open topology. For every t>0 we will denote by C ([&r, t); Rd )
the Banach space of all continuous paths !: [&r, t) [ Rd furnished with the
supremum norm
&!&= sup
&rut
&!(u)&.
H: [0, )_C [ Rd is a globally bounded continuous map such that, for
every t>0 and ! # C, H(t, !) depends only on [!(s): &rst] and has
partial Fre chet derivatives of all orders with respect to ! # C ([&r, t]; Rd ),
which are globally bounded in (t, !) # [0, )_C. The symbol H!(t, !) will
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denote the partial Fre chet derivative of H with respect to ! and &H!(u, !)&
stands for the operator norm of H!(u, !): C ([&r, u]; Rd ) [ Rd.
Under these assumptions the stochastic differential equation (1) has a
unique continuous (Ft)t0-adapted solution (cf. [8, 15]).
In this section we establish a large deviation principle (LDP) for the
family of laws on C’([&r, T]; Rd ) given by the solutions [X =, = # (0, 1]]
of (2).
Theorem 2.1. We assume (H). The family [X =, = # (0, 1]] defined in (2)
satisfies a LDP on C’([&r, T], Rd) with rate function
I(g)=inf { 12 |
T
0
| f4 (s)|2 ds : g=S f, f # H= ,
with S f defined in (5).
Proof. We can follow the classical method set up by Azencott in [1]
(see also [7]). Since some of the arguments are very close from those for
diffusions we only sketch or state the similar steps, leave to the reader most
of the details of their proofs and insist in the differential facts. The proof
consists in two parts:
Step 1. For any a>0, the mapping
[& f &Ha]/H [ C’([&r, T]; Rd )
f [ S f
is continuous with respect to the topology of the uniform convergence.
Step 2. For all f # H, R, \>0 there exist :, =0>0 such that for any
0==0 ,
P(&X =&S f &>\, &=W& f &<:)exp \&R=2+ .
For any f # H let X =, f be the solution of
{
X =, f (t)=’(0)+|
t
0
H(s, X =, fs ) ds+= |
t
0
g(s, X =, f (s&r)) dW(s)
(10)+|
t
0
g(s, X =, f (s&r)) f4 (s) ds, t0,
X =, f (t)=’(t), &rt0.
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By means of Girsanov’s theorem the proof of Step 2 reduces to that of
Step 2’. For all f # H, R, \>0 there exist :, =0>0 such that for any
0==0 ,
P(&X =, f&S f &>\, &=W&<:)exp \&R=2+ . (11)
The results of Step 1 and Step 2’ give the desired large deviations
estimates.
The proof of Step 1 is similar to that for diffusion processes. We next
give the proof of Step 2’ assuming that g is bounded; the extension to a g
satisfying (H)(ii) follows by a standard localization argument.
Fix f # H, & f &Ha. There exists a nonnegative constant K depending
only on the coefficients and a such that
sup
0st
|X =, f (s)&S f (s)|K sup
0ut } = |
u
0
g(s, X =, f (s&r)) dW(s) } . (12)
Indeed, the properties on the coefficients yield
sup
0st
|X =, f (s)&S f (s)|K |
t
0
( sup
0us
|X =, f (u)&S f (u)| )(1+| f4 (s)| ) ds
+ sup
0ut } = |
u
0
g(s, X =, f (s&r)) dW(s)} .
Then (12) follows from Gronwall’s lemma.
Assume that T=rN for some natural number N. We introduce a
discretization of X =, f as follows. For n # N, k=0, ..., nN&1, let tnk=r(kn)
and 2nk=[t
n
k , t
n
k+1). Then, for t0 we define
X =, f, n(t)=X =, f (tnk), if t # 2
n
k for some k=0, ..., nN&1,
X =, f, n(t)=’(t), if &rt<0.
For any R, +>0 there exist n0 # N depending on R and + such that for
every nn0 and = # (0, 1]
P(&X =, f&X =, f, n&>+)exp \&R=2+ . (13)
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In fact, fix n # N, then
P(&X =, f&X =, f, n&>+)
 :
nN&1
k=0
P \ supt # 2nk } = |
t
t nk
g(s, X =, f (s&r)) dW(s)}>+2+
+P \ supt # 2 nk } |
t
t nk
(H(s, X =, fs )+ g(s, X
=, f (s&r)) f4 (s)) ds }>+2+ .
The exponential inequality for continuous martingales ensures that
P \ supt # 2nk } = |
t
t nk
g(s, X =, f (s&r)) dW(s) }>+2+exp \&
n+2
8r=2 &g&2+ .
On the other hand if n is big enough the set [supt # 2nk |
t
t nk
(H(s, X =, fs )+
g(s, X =, f (s&r)) f4 (s)) ds|> +2] is empty. Both facts imply (13).
We now prove the estimate (11). Taking into account inequality (12) we
have the following decomposition for any +>0,
P(&X =, f&S f &>\, &=W&<:)P(A=, n1 )+P(A
=, n
2 )+P(A
=, n
3 ), (14)
with
P(A=, n1 )=P \ sup0tT } = |
t
0
[ g(s, X =, f (s&r))
&g(s, X =, f, n(s&r))] dW(s)}> \2K , &X =, f&X =, f, n&++ ,
P(A=, n2 )=P(&X =, f&X =, f, n&>+),
P(A=, n3 )=P \ sup0tT } = |
t
0
g(s, X =, f, n(s&r)) dW(s)}> \2K , &=W&:+ .
The exponential martingale inequality yields
P(A=, n1 )exp \& \
2
8K 2=2 &{g&2 +
2T+ . (15)
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We have
P(A=, n3 )=P \ sup0tT } = :
nN&1
k=0
|
[0, t] & 2 nk
g(s, X =, f, n(s&r)) dW(s) }> \2K ,
&=W&:+ :
nN&1
k=0
P(A =, n, k3 ),
with P(A=, n, k3 ) equal to
P \ sup0tT } = |[0, t] & 2nk g(s, X
=, f, n(s&r)) dW(s)}> \2KnN , &=W&:+ .
We study this term following the arguments of [20, Proposition 8]. For
the sake of completeness we give the details. Fix k=0, ..., nN&1. Set W (t)
=W(t)&W(tnk), tt
n
k . Assume first k<n. Then for s # 2
n
k , X
=, f, n(s&r)=
’(s&r). Thus P(A=, n, k3 ) is less than or equal to
P \ supt nktT } = |[0, t] & 2 nk g(s, ’(s&r)) dW (s) }>
\
2KnN
, sup
t nktT
|=W (t)|<2:+ .
The Gaussian family [(= [0, t] & 2nk g(s, ’(s&r)) dW (s), =W (t)), t
n
ktT,
= # (0, 1]] satisfies a LDP in the space C0([tnk , T]; R
d_Rn) of continuous
functions vanishing at 0 with rate function
I(h)=inf { 12 |
T
t nk
|.* (s)|2 ds : . # H ,
h(t)=\|[0, t] & 2 nk g(s, ’(s&r)) .* (s) ds, .(t)+= ,
h # C0([tnk , T]; R
d_Rn), where H is the CameronMartin space associated
to W . Hence
P(A=, n, k3 )exp \& 1=2 inf {
1
2 |
T
t nk
|.* (s)| 2 ds : sup
t nktT
|.(t)|2:,
sup
t nktT
}|[0, t] & 2 nk g(s, ’(s&r)) .* (s) ds }
\
2KnN=+ .
We now use an argument of [3]. The mapping g [ [0, t] & 2 nk g(s, ’(s&r))
.* (s) ds is continuous in the uniform norm on the balls [.: &.&H
(2R)12].
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Therefore, there exist :, depending on R, \, n, such that if suptnktT |.(t)|
2: and &.&H (2R)12,
sup
t nktT
}|[0, t] & 2nk g(s, ’(s&r)) .* (s) ds }
\
2KnN
.
This clearly yields
P(A=, n, k3 )exp \&R=2+ , (16)
for a suitable : depending on R, \ and n.
Next we consider the case k>n. Now X =, f, n(s&r)=X =, f (tnk&n). Notice
that this last random variable is independent of [W (t), ttnk]. We denote
by + its probability law. Then
|
[0, t] & 2 nk
g(s, X =, f, n(s&r)) dW(s)=|
[0, t] & 2 nk
g(s, y) dW (s) } y=X =, f (t nk&n ) .
We conclude (16) as in the preceding case, using the LDP for the Gaussian
family [(= [0, t] & 2 nk g(s, y) dW (s), =W (t)), t
n
ktT, = # (0, 1]], the bound
P(A=, n, k3 )|
Rd
+(dy) P \ suptnktT }= |[0, t] & 2 nk g(s, y) dW (s) }>
\
2KnN
,
sup
tnktT
|=W (t)|<2:+ ,
and the uniform continuity (with respect to y) of the mapping
g [ |
[0, t] & 2nk
g(s, y) .* (s) ds.
Putting together the results given in (15), (13) and the estimate obtained
so far for P(A=, n3 ) we complete the proof of (11) via the decomposition (14).
K
3. BOUNDS FOR THE NORM OF THE INVERSE OF THE
MALLIAVIN MATRIX
This section is devoted to prove a bound for the norm of the inverse of
the conditioned Malliavin matrix associated with the random vector X =(t)
for a fixed t>0, under nondegeneracy hypotheses on the coefficient g.
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More precisely, we assume the assumptions (H) of Section 2 and in
addition:
Hypotheses (H ). There exist positive constants \, $, an integer p2,
and a function ,: [0, )_Rd [ R satisfying the following conditions:
(i) For (t, x) # [0, )_Rd,
g(t, x) g(t, x)*{ |,(t, x)|
p I,
$I,
|,(t, x)|<\,
|,(t, x)|\.
(ii) ,(t, x) is C1 in t and C2 in x, with bounded first derivatives in
(t, x) and bounded second derivatives in x # Rd.
(iii) There is a positive constant c such that
&{,(t, x)&c>0, (17)
for all (t, x) # [0, )_Rd, with |,(t, x)|\. In (17), { denotes the gradient
operator with respect to the space variable x # Rd.
(iv) There is a positive number $0 such that $0<(3:)&1 7 r and for
every Borel set J/[&r, 0] of Lebesgue measure $0 the following holds,
|
J
,(t+r, ’(t))2 dt>0, (18)
where : :=sup[&H!(u, !)&: u # [0, ), ! # C([&r, u], Rd)].
Fix R0; for t&rR:t, the Malliavin derivative of X =(t), D:X =(t)
satisfies
D: X =(t)=|
t
:
H!(s, X =s)(D: X
=)s ds+=g(:, X =(:&r)),
D: X =(t)=0 otherwise.
Set
#R, tX = (t)=\ :
n
l=1
|
t
R
D(l ): X
=, i (t) D (l ): X
=, j (t) d:+1i, jd .
Define s0 # [&r, 0) by
s0 :=sup {s # [&r, 0) : |
s
&r
,(u+r, ’(u))2 du=0= .
Then, our purpose is to prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.1. Assume (H) and (H ). Fix t>s0+r. Then, for any p1,
there exists a positive number N( p) and a positive constant C such that
&(#R, tX= (t))
&1& pC=&N( p).
We remark that by [6, Theorem 2.1] the random vector X =(t) has a C
density.
The next lemmas provide the ingredients for the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. Let [A=, = # (0, 1]] be a sequence of positive random variables.
Assume that there exists * # R+ such that for any p # [1, ) there exist
constants +0( p) and C( p) strictly positive and depending on p, :1( p, *) # R
depending on p and *, such that for any ++0( p),
P(A=+=*)C( p) + p=:1 ( p, *), (19)
for any = # (0, 1].
Then, for any q # [1, ) and p>q there exist &(*, q, :1( p, *))<0 and
C(+0 , p, q)>0 such that
E ((A=)&q)C(+0 , p, q) =&, (20)
for any = # (0, 1], where for simplicity we have dropped out the dependence
of & on the parameters.
Proof. Fix = # (0, 1] and set Y ==A==&*. Fix q # [1, ) and let p>q.
Then
E ((Y =)&q)=|

0
P(Y =<x&1q) dx
=|
+0
&q
0
P(Y =<x&1q) dx+|

+ 0
&q
P(Y =<x&1q) dx
+&q0 +C( p) =
:1 ( p, *) |

+ 0
&q
x&pq dx
=+&q0 +C( p) +
p&q
0 =
:1 ( p, *).
Therefore
E ((A=)&q)C(+0 , p, q) =&,
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with
&={&*q,&*q+:1( p, *),
if :1( p, *)0,
if :1( p, *)<0. K
The following Lemmas 3.3 and 3.6 play the same role as [6, Lemma 4.3;
6, Lemma 4.2]. The ideas used in their proofs are similar to those of [6].
The non-trivial novelty here is the factor =*, due to the perturbations of
the noise, and then the suitable version of StroockNorris lemma (see
Lemma 3.4) as technical tool.
Lemma 3.3. Let [Y =(t), atb, = # (0, 1]], &<a<b<, be a
family of processes such that
sup
0<=1
E ( sup
atb
|Y =(t)| p)<C( p)<,
for any p # [1, ). Assume that there exists * # R+ such that for any
q # [1, ) there exist constants +0(q)>0, :2(q, *) # R satisfying
P \|
b
a
|Y =(t)|2 dt<+=*+C(q) +q=:2 (q, *), (21)
for any ++0(q) and = # (0, 1]. Then, for any k # R+ , q # [1, ) there exist
+1(q, k)>0, :3(q, *)<0 satisfying
P \|
b
a
( |Y =(t)| 2 7 k) dt<+=*+C(q) +q=:3(q, *), (22)
for any ++1(q, k) and = # (0, 1].
Proof. Fix k # R+ and set
B==[s # [a, b] : |Y =(s)| 2>k],
C ==[s # [a, b] : |Y =(s)|2k].
Let * # R+ satisfying (21). Clearly
P \|
b
a
( |Y =(t)|2 7 k) dt<+=*+
P \|C = |Y =(t)|2 dt<+=*, k |B= |<+=*+
P \|
b
a
|Y =(t)|2 dt<+=*+|
B =
|Y =(t)|2 dt, |B=|<
+=*
k +
P=1+P
=
2 ,
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where |B= | denotes the Lebesgue measure of B= and for any ;>0,
P=1=P( sup
atb
|Y =(t)|2+&12=;),
P=2=P \|
b
a
|Y =(t)|2 dt<+=*+|
B =
|Y =(t)| 2 dt, |B= |<
+=*
k
,
sup
atb
|Y =(t)| 2<+&12=;+ . (36)
Chebychev’s inequality yields, for any q # [1, ),
P=1C(q) +
q=&2;q. (23)
From (21) it follows that
P=2P \|
b
a
|Y =(t)|2 dt<+=*+
+12
k
=;+*+
P \|
b
a
|Y =(t)|2 dt<\1+1k+ +12=*+
C(q) +q=:2 (2q, *),
for any q # [1, ) and ++1(q, k). This fact together with (23) yields (22)
with
:3(q, *)={&2;q,&max(2;q, &:2(2q, *)),
if :2(2q, *)>0,
if :2(2q, *)0. K
Lemma 3.4 (A Version of the StroockNorris Lemma). Let [u=(t)=
(u=1(t), ..., u
=
d (t)), t0, = # (0, 1]], [a
=(t), t0, = # (0, 1]] be families of
adapted processes. Assume that sup0<=1 sup0tT |a=(t)|<C< and
sup
0<=1
E ( sup
0tT
|u=(t)| p)<, (24)
for some T>0 and any p2. Let
Y =(t)= y+= |
t
0
u =i (s) dW
i (s)+|
t
0
a=(s) ds.
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Then for any q, v, &, *, ;>0 such that 3&<q&12v&6 and *&4&2;>0,
there exist +0=+0(T, q, v, &)>0 and : depending on * such that for any
++0 , = # (0, 1], p # [1, ),
P \|
T
0
|Y =(t)|2 dt<+q=*, |
T
0
|u=(t)|2 dt+=;+
C( p, T) +vp=&:p+exp(&+&&)
C( p, T) +vp=&:p,
where C( p, T ) is a positive constant depending on p and T.
Proof. Define, for :>0 to be determined later and any v>0,
T ==inf[s0 : sup
0\s
|u=(\)|>+&v=:] 7 T
and the sets
A=1=[T
=<T ],
A=2={|
T
0
|Y =(t)| 2 dt<+q=*, |
T
0
|u=(t)| 2 dt+=;, T ==T= .
Chebychev’s inequality and (24) clearly yield for any p1,
P(A=1)P( sup
0tT
|u=(t)|>+&v=:)C( p) +vp=&:p. (25)
Define N =(s)== s0 Y
=(t) u=i (t) dW
i (t), fix q, v>0 such that q>2v, and
set $==+q1 =n1, \==+q&2v=n2, where 0<q1< q2 and n1 , n2 are real numbers
satisfying 2n1&n20. Set
B==[ sup
0sT=
|N =(s)|>$=, (N =) T=<\=].
We want to check that A=2/B
=. To this end we fix | in (B=)c, assume that
T =(|)=T, and prove that the condition T0 |Y
=(t)|2 dt<+q=* implies
T0 |u
=(t)| 2 dt<+=;.
For this | we have
(N =) T = |
T
0
=2 |Y =(t) u=i (t)|
2 dt
+&2v=2(1+:) |
T
0
|Y =(t)| 2 dt<+q&2v=2(1+:)+*\=,
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for any *, :>0 satisfying n22(1+:)+*. Consequently sup0sT =
|N =(s)|$=.
By Ito^’s formula
(Y =(t))2= y2+|
t
0
Y =(s)[2=u=i (s) dW
i (s)+2a=(s) ds]+=2 |
t
0
|u=(s)|2 ds.
(26)
The boundedness of a=(t), uniformly in t and in =, and Schwarz’s inequality
imply
|
T
0 \|
t
0
Y =(s) a=(s) ds+ dtC(T ) \|
T
0
|Y =(s)| 2 ds+
12
C(T) +q2=*2. (27)
Set !=(t)==2 t0 |u
=(s)|2 ds. Notice that !=(t) increases in t. Then, using (26)
and then (27) we obtain
|
T
0
!=(t) dt+q=*+C(T ) +q2=*2+C(T ) +q1 =n1.
Let n3=min( *2 , n1). Then from the preceding inequality we have that
|
T
0
!=(t) dtC(T) +q1=n3.
Consequently, for any #= # (0, T ),
#=!=(T&#=)|
T
T&#=
!=(t) dt|
T
0
!=(t) dtC(T ) +q1 =n3.
It follows that
!=(T )=!=(T&#=)+=2 |
T
T&#=
|u=(s)|2 ds
C(T ) #&1= +
q1 =n3+#= +&2v=2:+2.
Set #= C(T)12 +q1 2=n4, with n4>0; the preceding inequality yields
!=(T)C(T )12 (+q1 2=n3&n4++q1 2&2v=2:+2+n4)
and therefore,
|
T
0
|u=(t)|2 dtC(T)12 (+q1 2=n3&n4&2++q12&2v=2:+n4 ).
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Assume that ; satisfies ;(n3&n4&2) 7 (2:+n4) and choose q1 such
that q1 2&2v1. Then, there exists +0(T, q1 , v) such that for any ++0
|
T
0
|u=(t)|2 dt<+=;.
This finishes the proof of A=2/B
=.
The exponential martingale inequality and the choice of \=, $= yields
P(B=)exp \&($
=)2
2\= +=exp \&
1
2
+2q1&q+2v=2n1&n2+
exp \&12 +2q1&q+2v+ .
Let &<q&2q1&2v. There exists +1(q, q1 , v, &) such that if ++1 , P(B=)
exp(&+&&).
In order to end the proof we have to check that the restrictions imposed
so far are compatible. Recall that q, &, v are arbitrary positive real numbers
satisfying 3&<q&12v&6. It is trivial to check that q1 :=
q
3 satisfies the set
of conditions q12 &2v1, q&2q1&2v>&. Recall also that *, ; are arbitrary
positive real numbers satisfying *&4&2;>0. Choose now n4 :=
1
2 (*&4&2;), n1 :=*, n2 :=2*+1, and : :=*. Then it is easy to check that
the set of conditions ;(n3&n4&2) 7 (2:+n4), 2n1&n20, n2<
2(1+:)+* is satisfied. The proof of the lemma is now complete. K
Remark 3.5. Lemma 3.4 can be stated by replacing the time interval
[0, T] by an arbitrary interval [a, b], 0a<b.
In the next lemma, , is the function defined in the Hypotheses (H ).
Lemma 3.6. Let !=(t)=,(t+r, X =(t)), t&r, &r<a<b. Assume that
there exists * # R+ such that for any q # [1, ) there exist +0(q)>0,
:4(q, *) # R satisfying
P \|
b
a
|!=(t)| 2 dt<+=*+C(q) +q=:4(q, *),
for any ++0(q) and = # (0, 1]. Then, there exists *1>0 such that for any
q # [1, ) there exist +1(q)>0 and :5(q, *)<0 satisfying
P \|
b+r
a+r
|!=(t)|2 dt<+=*1+C(q) +q=:5 (q, *1 ), (28)
for any ++1(q) and any = # (0, 1].
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Proof. By Ito^’s formula, for t0,
d!=(t)== :
d
i=1
{,(t+r, X =(t)) gi (t, X =(t&r)) dW i (t)+G =(t) dt,
with G =(t) Ft -adapted and uniformly bounded in t and =. The processes
u=i(t)={,(t+r, X
=(t)) gi (t, X =(t&r)),
a=(t)=G =(t),
t0, satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.4. Fix q0 , v, &, * , ;>0 such that
3&<1q0&12v&6, * &4&2;>0, and q0 v< 12 , then there exists +0=
+0(T, q0 , v, &)>0 and : depending on * such that for any ++0 , = # (0, 1],
q # [1, ),
P \|
b+r
a+r
|!=(t)|2 dt<+=*1,
:
d
i=1
|
b+r
a+r
[{,(t+r, X =(t)) gi (t, X =(t&r))]2 dt+q0 =;+
C(q ) +q =&: q . (29)
Assume *1* . Then
P \|
b+r
a+r
|!=(t)|2 dt<+=*1+Q =1+Q =2 ,
with
Q=1=P \|
b+r
a+r
|!=(t)|2 dt<+=*1,
:
d
i=1
|
b+r
a+r
[{,(t+r, X =(t)) gi (t, X =(t&r))]2 dt+q0 =;+ ,
Q=2=P \|
b+r
a+r
|!=(t)|2 dt<+=*1,
:
d
i=1
|
b+r
a+r
[{,(t+r, X =(t)) gi (t, X =(t&r))]2 dt<+q0 =;+ .
Clearly, from (29) we obtain
Q=1C(q ) +
q =&: (q , * ) . (30)
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The analysis of Q=2 follows that of P2 in the proof of [6, Lemma 4.2]. We
obtain
Q=2P \|
b+r
a+r
c2( |!=(t&r)| p 7 $) dt<+q0 =;+c2$
+=*1
\2 + ,
where the constants c>0, p2, \, $>0 are described in the Hypotheses
(H ).
Fix q0 # (0, 1); for any = # (0, 1] and + small enough this last probability
is bounded by
P \|
b+r
a+r
( |!=(t&r)| p 7 $) dt<C(c, \, $) +q0 =min(*1 , ;)+ ,
and by Jensen inequality this is bounded by
P \|
b+r
a+r
( |!=(t&r)| 2 7 $2p) dt<C(c, \, $, p, a, b) +(2p) q0 =(2p) min(*1 , ;)+ .
(31)
Choose now ;= p2 *, *1= p*+6, and * = p*+5, that clearly satisfy all the
assumptions we have made: * &4&2;>0 and *1* . Notice also that
;<*1 . Then, the process [!=(t), t0] satisfies the assumptions of Lemma
3.3, consequently (22) applied to Y ==!= yields that for any q # [1, )
there exist +1(q )>0 and :3(q , *) such that (31) is bounded by
C(q ) +q =:3 (q , *). Remember that :3(q , *)<0. Thus, this estimate together
with (30) establishes (28). K
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Following the proof of [6, Theorem 2.1] we get
&(#R, tX= (t))
&1& ppC( p) E( |det(#
R, t
X= (t))
&1 |2p)12
C( p) =&2pdE _\|
t
(t&$0) 60
( |!=(u&r)| p 7 $) du+
&2pd
&
12
,
where !=(t)=,(t+r, X =(t)) and $0 satisfies hypothesis (iv) of (H ). Set
A= :=|
t
(t&$0) 6 0
( |!=(u&r)| p 7 $) du.
To conclude the proof it is enough to check that A= satisfies the assump-
tions of Lemma 3.2. This can be done by similar arguments as in the proof
of [6, Theorem 2.1], using Lemmas 3.5, 3.3. Therefore we will check (19)
in the following exhaustive cases:
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Case A1. t<r and t>$0 . By hypothesis (H )(iv), we have
|
t&r
t&$0&r
,(u+r, ’(u))2 du>0.
The continuity of , and ’ yields
inf
= # (0, 1] |
t
t&$0
( |!=(u&r)| p 7 $) du>0,
that clearly implies that P(A=+=*)=0 for + small enough and any
= # (0, 1].
Case A2. t<r and t$0 . Notice that in this case (t&$0) 6 0=0. By
hypothesis t&r>s0 and  t&r&r ,(u+r, ’(u))
2 du>0. Then, the proof can be
finished by the same arguments we used in Case A1.
Case B1. tr and there exists n # N such that (n+1) rtt&$0nr.
Again by hypothesis (H )(iv) we have
|
t&(n+1)r
t&$0&(n+1) r
,(u+r, ’(u))2 du>0.
Hence
P \|
t&(n+1)r
t&$0&(n+1)r
|!=(t)|2 dt<+=*+=0,
for + small enough and for any = # (0, 1]. Using Lemma 3.6 we can
propagate forward n+1 times this condition. We obtain the existence of
*1>0 such that for any q # [1, ) there exist +1(q)>0 and :5(q, *)<0
with
P \|
t
t&$0
|!=(t)|2 dt<+=*1+C(q) +q=:5 (q, *1),
for any ++1(q), = # (0, 1]. By Jensen’s inequality and Lemma 3.3 we can
complete easily this case.
Case B2. tr and there exists n # N such that tnr>t&$0(n&1) r.
By hypothesis (H )(iv), we either have
|
0
t&$0&nr
,(u+r, ’(u))2 du>0
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or
|
t&(n+1)r
&r
,(u+r, ’(u))2 du>0.
In each of these two situations the proof is similar to the one of Case B1.
Notice that in the first situation we need to apply the propagation Lemma
3.6 n times, while in the second one we have to apply it n+1 times. This
finishes the proof of the theorem. K
4. LOGARITHMIC UPPER BOUND
We start this section by quoting a general method to obtain logarithmic
upper bounds for densities of Wiener functionals.
For any function f # L2([0, T]n) and 0RT, set
& f &R, H } n=\|[R, T] n f (s)2 ds+
12
.
Then, for every natural number k, any p # [1, ) and F # Dk, p let
&F&Rk, p={E ( |F | p)+ :
k
j=1
E (&D jF& pR, H} j)=
1p
.
If G is a d-dimensional random vector with components in D1, 2 we define
#R, TG =\ :
n
l=1
|
T
R
D (l ): G
iD (l ): G
j dt+1i, jd , (32)
where n is the dimension of the Wiener process.
Suppose that #R, TG is invertible a.s. and (det #
R, T
G )
&1 #  p1 L p(0). Let
Z # m>1 Dm, p. Then, for any function f # C1b(R
d ) and any multi-index
:=(:1 , ..., :k), :i # [1, ..., d ], it holds that
E ((: f )(G) Z )=E ( f (G ) H R, T: (G, Z )), (33)
where H R, T: (G, Z) is defined recursively as
H R, Ti (G, Z )= :
d
j=1
|
T
R
Z(#R, TG )
&1
ij DsG
j dW(s),
(34)
H R, T: (G, Z )=H
R, T
:k
(G, H R, T(:1 , ..., :k&1)(G, Z ))
(see [17, Proposition 1]). The stochastic integral in (34) is the anticipating
Skorohod integral.
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The next statement is a variant of [19, Proposition 4.4.2] well-suited
for Wiener functionals defined on the abstract Wiener space (0, H, P)
depending on the paths of the n-dimensional Wiener process on RtT
for some R0.
Proposition 4.1. Let [F =, = # (0, 1]] be a family of Ft-measurable
nondegenerate random vectors, t>0; let 8: H  Rd and R # [0, t). Assume
that:
(i) [F =, = # (0, 1]] satisfies a large deviation principle with rate
function
I( y)=inf[ 12 &h&
2
H : 8(h)= y], y # R
d,
(ii) for any k # N, and any p # [1, ),
sup
= # (0, 1]
&F =&Rk, p<+,
(iii) for any p # [1, ) there exists a real number N( p)>0 such that
&(#R, tF= )
&1& pC=&N( p).
Then the densities of F = at every fixed y # Rd, p=( y), satisfy
lim sup
= a 0
=2 log p=( y)&I( y).
Proof. It follows exactly the same arguments as the proof of the above
mentioned [19, Proposition 4.4.2] with the following changes. Using the
integration by parts formula (33) the density p=( y) can be written as
p=( y)=E(1[F => y] H R, t(1, 2, ..., d )(F
=, /(F =))),
where / is a smooth function bounded by 1 and equal to 1 in a neighbour-
hood of y. Moreover, the L p inequalities for the Skorohod integral yield,
for any p # (1, ),
&H R, t(1, 2, ..., d )(F =, /(F =))& pC( p, d)(&(#R, tF = )&1& p1 )
q1
_(&F =&Rk2 , p2 )
q2 (&/(F =)&Rk3 , p3 )
q3,
for some pi , qi # (1, ), i=1, 2, 3, and k2 , k3 # N, depending on p. K
Assume that the hypotheses (H) and (H ) are satisfied; recall that s0=
sup[s # [&r, 0) : s&r ,(u+r, ’(u))
2 du=0]. Then by [6, Theorem 2.1], for
any t>s0+r, the law of X =(t) is absolutely continuous with respect to
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Lebesgue measure on Rd and the density p=t is a C
 function. In the sequel
t>s0+r is supposed to be fixed.
Set
d 2( y)=inf[ 12 &h&
2
H : S
h(t)= y, h # H], (35)
with Sh given in (5). The next lemma provides sufficient conditions for
d 2( y) to be finite.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that hypotheses (H) and (H ) are satisfied. Each one
of the following conditions yield d 2( y)<+.
(a) The coefficient H is null.
(b) Assume that t # (nr, (n+1) r] for some integer n0. Then
|,(t&nr, ’(t&(n+1)r)|{0.
Proof. Fix y # Rd. Suppose first the assumption stated in (a). The defini-
tion of s0 and the continuity of ’ and , yields the existence of positive
numbers 0=1<=0 with s0+=0<0 such that if J0 denotes the interval
(s0+r+=1 , s0+r+=0),
inf
s # J0
|,(s, ’(s&r))|\0 , (36)
for some \0>0. Set I0=J0 & [s0+r, t]. The coefficient g(s, x) is a matrix
whose columns are the vector fields gj (s, x), j=1, ..., n. For any s # I0 ,
g(s, ’(s&r)) g(s, ’(s&r))* is a d_d invertible matrix, because of (36) and
(H )(i). For any z # Rd, s # I0 , let c(z, ’(s&r)) be the n-dimensional vector
defined by
c(z, ’(s&r))= g(s, ’(s&r))* [ g(s, ’(s&r)) g(s, ’(s&r))*]&1 z,
where the symbol V denotes the adjoint. It holds that
z= :
n
j=1
cj (z, ’(s&r)) gj (s, ’(s&r)).
Define
h4 j (s)=cj \ y&’(0)|I0 | , ’(s&r)+ 1I0(s),
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j=1, ..., n, where |I0 | denotes the Lebesgue measure of the interval I0 .
Then, the differential equation
{Sh({)=’(0)+|
{
0
gj (s, S h(s&r)) h4 j (s) ds,
Sh({)=’({),
{0,
&r{0,
clearly satisfies Sh(t)= y. Notice that only condition (i) of hypothesis (H )
are used in this proof.
Our next aim is to show the existence of h # H such that Sh(t)= y,
assuming (b). To this end we first prove the following property:
(P) Fix t >0. Assume that |,(t , S h (t &r))|{0 for some h # H. Then,
for any z # Rd there exists h # H such that S h(t )=z.
Indeed, by the continuity of , and S h there exists =, :>0 such that
|,(s, Sh (s&r))|:,
for any |s&t |<=. We assume that =<r.
Define
f4 (s)= g^(s, Sh (s&r)) 1((t &=)+, t )(s)
z&S h (t )
t &(t &=)+
,
with
g^(s, Sh (s&r))= g(s, S h (s&r))* [ g(s, Sh (s&r)) g(s, S h (s&r))*]&1.
Then f ({)={0 f4 (s) ds belongs to H and by (H )(i), g^(s, S
h (s&r)) is
well-defined on the interval ((t &=)+, t ).
Set
{
S f ({)=S h ({), &r{(t &=)+,
S f ({)=S h ((t &=)+)+|
{
(t &=)+
H(s, S hs ) ds
+|
{
(t &=)+
g(s, Sh (s&r))(h 4 (s)+ f4 (s)) ds, (t &=)+<{t .
Clearly S f (t )=z. Set h({)={0 h4 (s) ds with
h4 (s)=h 4 (s)+ f4 (s)+1((t &=)+, t )(s) g^(s, Sh
 (s&r))[H(s, S hs )&H(s, S
f
s )].
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Then h # H and for {0,
Sh({)=’(0)+|
{
0
H(s, S hs ) ds+|
{
0
g(s, Sh(s&r)) h 4 (s) ds
+|
{
(t &=)+
g(s, S h(s&r)) f4 (s) ds
+|
{
(t &=)+
g(s, S h(s&r)) g^(s, S h (s&r))[H(s, S hs )&H(s, S
f
s )] ds.
(37)
It is easy to check that the function s # [&r, t ]  S f (s) satisfies (37) because
for s # [(t &=)+, t ], s&r<(t &=)+ and therefore S f (s&r)=Sh (s&r). In
particular Sh(t )=S f (t )=z. This finishes the proof of property (P). Notice
that property (P) only needs hypothesis (H )(i).
We next prove by induction on n that assumption (b) and property (P)
yield the following:
(P ) There exist hn # H such that |,(t, Shn (t&r))|{0.
Indeed, set t=t0+nr, t0 # (0, r]. Assume n=0; then h0 #0 yields (P ),
because of assumption (b).
Assume that (P ) holds for t :=t0+lr, 0ln&1. In particular there
exists hn&1 # H with |,(t&r, S hn&1 (t&2r))|{0. Hypothesis (H )(iii) yields
the existence of z # Rd with |,(t, z)|{0. Then, property (P) applied to
t =t&r, h =hn&1 yields the existence of hn # H with Shn (t&r)=z. Thus
|,(t, Shn (t&r))|{0.
Fix y # Rd. Let hn # H be as asserted in (P ). Property (P) applied to
t =t, h =hn , z= y shows that d 2( y)<+. This finishes the proof of the
lemma. K
Remark 4.3. Assume that t # (s0+r+=1 , s0+r+=0), with =1 , =0 given
in the first part of the proof of the preceding lemma. Then the assumption
(H ) ensures the validity of (b).
We can now prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.4. Assume (H) and (H ). Fix y # Rd, t>s0+r and let n be a
positive integer such that nr<t(n+1) r. Suppose that one of the following
conditions is satisfied :
(a) H#0.
(b) |,(t&nr, ’(t&(n+1) r))|{0.
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Then
lim sup
= a 0
=2 log p=t( y)&d
2( y),
with d 2( y) defined in (35) and d 2( y)<+.
Proof. Set R=nr. The family of nondegenerate random vectors [X =(t),
= # (0, 1]] satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 4.1. Indeed, (i) follows
from Theorem 2.1 and the contraction principle of large deviations theory.
Property (iii) has been established in Theorem 3.1. Finally it can be easily
checked that sup= # (0, 1] &X =(t)&Rk, p<+ (see [5, Theorem 4] for a similar
result). K
Remark 4.5. The conclusion of the preceding theorem only needs the
validity of (H) and (H ). However, the interest of the logarithmic estimates
for the density p=t( y) relies on examples where d
2( y)<+.
5. LOGARITHMIC LOWER BOUND
The goal of this section is to establish a lower bound for the logarithm
of the density of X =(t) for a fixed t>0. We keep the notation of Section 4
and like there, we start with a variant of [19, Proposition 4.4.1] adapted
to our problem.
Proposition 5.1. Let [F =, = # (0, 1]] be a family of Ft-measurable non-
degenerate random vectors, t>0; let 8: H  Rd be Fre chet differentiable.
Fix R # (0, t) and define
d 2( y) :=inf[ 12 &h&
2
H : 8(h)= y, det #
R, t
8(h)>0], y # R
d,
where
#R, t8(h)=\ :
n
l=1
|
t
R
D (l ): 8(h)
i D (l ): 8(h)
j d:+1i, jd .
Assume that for any h # H satisfying 8(h)= y and det #R, t8(h)>0, there exists
a nondegenerate random vector Z(h) such that, for any k # N and every
p # [1, ),
lim
= a 0 "
1
= \F = \|+
h
=+&8(h)+&Z(h)"
R
k, p
=0. (38)
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Then
lim inf
= a 0
=2 log p=( y)&d 2( y),
where p= denotes the density of F =.
Proof. It is similar to that of [19, Proposition 4.4.1]. Instead of the
classical integration by parts formula (see for instance [19, Proposition
3.2.1]) one has to use (33). K
Remember that t>s0+r is fixed, t # (nr, (n+1)r] and we set nr=R.
The remaining of this section is devoted to prove the following
Theorem 5.2. Assume that (H) and (H ) are satisfied. Fix y # Rd and
t>s0+r. Then
lim inf
= a 0
=2 log p=t( y)&d
2( y), (39)
where d 2( y)=inf[ 12 &h&
2
H : S
h(t)= y, det #R, tS h (t)>0, h # H].
Proof. If d 2( y)=+, the lower bound (39) holds trivially.
Assume d 2( y)<+ and let h # H satisfying Sh(t)= y and det #R, tS h (t)>0.
Associated to this h we introduce the stochastic differential equation
{
Z h(t)=|
t
0
H!(s, S hs )(Z
h
s ) ds+|
t
0
{g(s, Sh(s&r)) Z h(s&r) h4 (s) ds
(40)+|
t
0
g(s, S h(s&r)) dW(s), 0tT,
Z h(t)=0, &rt0.
Notice that, due to the structure of this equation, for any t>0 the
random vector Z h(t) has a centered Gaussian distribution. We next show
that Z h(t) is nondegenerate. Due to Stroock’s formula (see [23]) the
covariance matrix of the Gaussian variable Z h(t) coincides with its
Malliavin matrix. Notice that, for : # [R, t], D:Z h(t) satisfies the deter-
ministic equation
D: Z h(t)= g(:, Sh(:&r))+|
t
:
H!(s, S hs )(D:Z
h)s ds. (41)
By uniqueness of solution D:Z h(t)=D :Sh(t), \: # [R, t] (see (9)). Thus,
the nondegeneracy of the law of Z h(t) is equivalent to the property
det #R, tSh (t)>0, which is assumed. We prove in Proposition 5.3 that the
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convergence (38) is satisfied for F ==X =(t), 8(h)=Sh(t), and Z(h)=Z h(t).
Hence, the proof of the theorem is complete. K
Proposition 5.3. Assume (H). For any t&r, k # N, p # [1, ),
lim
= a 0 "
1
= \X =(t) \|+
h
=+&S h(t)+&Z h(t)"
R
k, p
=0. (42)
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 5.3 in
several lemmas. For any h # H, the process [X =(t)(|+ h=), &rt] satis-
fies the same equation as [X =, h(t), &rt] (see (10)). Set Y =, h(t)=
1
= (X
=, h(t)&S h(t)).
Lemma 5.4. If (H) is satisfied then, for every p # [1, )
lim
= a 0
E ( sup
ut
|X =, h(u)&S h(u)| p)=0,
t&r.
Proof. We have
sup
ut
|X =, h(u)&Sh(u)| pC _ suput } |
u
0
(H(s, X =, hs )&H(s, S
h
s )) ds }
p
+sup
ut } |
u
0
(g(s, X =, h(s&r))&g(s, Sh(s&r))) h4 (s) ds }
p
+sup
ut } |
u
0
=g(s, X =, h(s&r)) dW(s)}
p
& .
Taking expectations and using Ho lder’s and Burkholder’s inequalities we
obtain
E (sup
ut
|X =, h(u)&Sh(u)| p)
C _|
t
0
E ( |H(s, X =, hs )&H(s, S
h
s )|
p) ds
+\|
t
0
|h4 (s)| 2 ds+
p2
|
t
0
E( | g(s, X =, h(s&r))& g(s, Sh(s&r))| p) ds
+= p |
t
0
E ( | g(s, X =, h(s&r))| p) ds& .
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Taylor’s formula yields
H(s, X =, hs )&H(s, S
h
s )=\|
1
0
H!(s, (1&*) S hs +*X
=, h
s ) d*+ (X =, hs &S hs ).
Thus,
|H(s, X =, hs )&H(s, S
h
s ))|C sup
us
|X =, h(u)&S h(u)|.
Moreover,
| g(s, X =, h(s&r))& g(s, S h(s&r))|C |X =, h(s&r)&S h(s&r)|
and
| g(s, X =, h(s&r))|C(1+|X =, h(s&r)| ).
It is not difficult to prove that, for any p # [1, ),
sup
=
E (sup
ut
|X =, h(u)| p)<+.
Consequently,
E (sup
ut
|X =, h(u)&S h(u)| p)C _= p+|
t
0
E \ supus |X =, h(u)&Sh(u)| p+ ds& .
The result follows by an application of Gronwall’s lemma. K
Lemma 5.5. Assume (H); then for every p # [1, )
lim
= a 0
E(sup
ut
|Y =, h(u)&Z h(u)| p)=0,
t&r.
Proof. We have
E( sup
ut
|Y =, h(u)&Z h(u)| p)C(a1(=)+a2(=)+a3(=)),
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where
a1(=)=E \suput } |
u
0 \
H(s, X =, hs )&H(s, S
h
s )
=
&H!(s, S hs )(Z
h
s )+ ds }
p
+ ,
a2(=)=E \ suput } |
u
0 \
g(s, X =, h(s&r))& g(s, S h(s&r))
=
&{g(s, S h(s&r)) Z h(s&r)+ h4 (s) ds }
p
+ ,
a3(=)=E \suput } |
u
0
( g(s, X =, h(s&r))& g(s, S h(s&r))) dW(s) }
p
+ .
From Burkholder’s inequality and the boundedness of the derivatives of g,
we get
a3(=)C |
t
0
E (sup
us
|X =, h(u)&Sh(u)| p) ds.
Then, Lemma 5.4 implies that lim= a 0 a3(=)=0.
To study a1(=), we use a Taylor development. Then,
H(s, X =, hs )&H(s, S
h
s )
=H!(s, S hs )(X
=, h
s &S
h
s )
+\|
1
0
(1&*) H!, !(s, (1&*) S hs +*X
=, h
s ) d*+ (X =, hs &S hs , X =, hs &S hs ),
where H!, ! denotes the second order Fre chet derivative of H(s, !) with
respect to the spatial variable !. Set
A1, =s, h=
H(s, X =, hs )&H(s, S
h
s )
=
&H!(s, S hs )(Z
h
s )
=H!(s, S hs )(Y
=, h
s &Z
h
s )
+\|
1
0
(1&*) H!, !(s, (1&*) S hs +*X
=, h
s ) d*+ (Y =, hs , X =, hs &S hs ).
Then,
|A1, =s, h |C[sup
us
|Y =, h(u)&Z h(u)|+sup
us
|Y =, h(u)| sup
us
|X =, h(u)&S h(u)|].
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Ho lder’s inequality yields
a1(=)C _|
t
0
E (sup
us
|Y =, h(u)&Z h(u)| p) du
+\|
t
0
E (sup
us
|Y =, h(u)|2p) du+
12
_\|
t
0
E (sup
us
|X =, h(u)&S h(u)|2p) du+
12
&
=C |
t
0
E(sup
us
|Y =, h(u)&Z h(u)| p) du+b1(=), (43)
where lim= a 0 b1(=)=0. In fact, this is a consequence of Lemma 5.4 and the
boundness of sup= E (suput |Y =, h(u)| p), that can be easily proved.
We now deal with a2 . Taking this time the Taylor development of g and
proceeding as for the term a1(=), we get
a2(=)C |
t
0
E(sup
us
|Y =, h(u)&Z h(u)| p) du+b2(=), (44)
with lim= a 0 b2(=)=0. Putting together (43) and (44) we have
E(sup
ut
|Y =, h(u)&Z h(u)| p)
C |
t
0
E(sup
us
|Y =, h(u)&Z h(u)| p) ds+b1(=)+b2(=)+a3(=).
Since lim= a 0(b1(=)+b2(=)+a3(=))=0, Gronwall’s lemma yields the conclu-
sion. K
Lemma 5.6. Assume (H); then, for every p # [1, ),
lim
= a 0
E( sup
R:ut
|D: Y =, h(u)&D:Z h(u)| p)=0,
t0.
Proof. Fix : # [R, t]. Since D:Y =, h(u)= 1= D:X
=, h(u) and D:Z h(u) is
given by (41), we have
E ( sup
R:ut
|D: Y =, h(u)&D:Z h(u)| p)C(c1(=)+c2(=)+c3(=))
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where
c1(=)=E ( sup
R:t
| g(:, X =, h(:&r))& g(:, Sh(:&r))| p),
c2(=)=E \ supR:ut } |
u
:
(H!(s, X =, hs )&H!(s, S
h
s ))(D:Y
=, h)s ds }
p
+ ,
c3(=)=E \ supR:ut } |
u
:
H!(s, S hs )(D:Y
=, h&D:Z h)s ds }
p
+ .
Clearly,
c1(=)CE(sup
ut
|X =, h(u)&Sh(u)| p).
Hence by Lemma 5.4, lim= a 0 c1(=)=0.
Since H!, ! is bounded we obtain
c3(=)C |
t
R
E( sup
R:us
|D:Y =, h(u)&D:Z h(u)| p) ds.
By Taylor’s formula
(H!(s, X =, hs )&H!(s, S
h
s ))(D: Y
=, h)s
=\|
1
0
H!, !(s, (1&*) S hs +*X
=, h
s )( } , D:Y
=, h)s d*+ (X =, hs &S hs ).
Therefore,
|(H!(s, X =, hs )&H!(s, S
h
s ))(D:Y
=, h)s |
C sup
us
|X =, h(u)&S h(u)| sup
R:us
|D: Y =, h(u)|.
Ho lder’s inequality, Lemma 5.4, and the property
sup
=
E( sup
R:ut
|D:Y =, h(u)| p)<, \p # [1, +), (45)
whose proof is standard, yield lim= a 0 c2(=)=0.
The proof finishes applying Gronwall’s lemma. K
Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6 show in particular that Y =, h(t) ww=  0 Z
h(t) in the
topology of D1, p, p1. Notice that since Z h(t), t0, is Gaussian, in order
to complete the proof of Proposition 5.3 we only need to check that
lim= a 0 &Y =, h(t)&k, p=0, k # [2, 3, ...], p # [1, ). This follows from the next
lemma.
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Lemma 5.7. Assume (H). For every integer k2 and p # [1, ),
lim
= a 0
E( sup
R:1 6 } } } 6 :Nut
|DN:1 , ..., :N Y
=, h(u)| p)=0.
Proof. We only sketch the arguments. Let us proceed by induction
on N. For N=2 we have
D2:, ; Y
=, h(t)=|
t
: 6;
[H!, !(s, X =, hs )(D:Y
=, h, D;X =, h)s
+H!(s, X =, hs )(D
2
:, ; Y
=, h)s ] ds
=|
t
: 6 ;
[=H!, !(s, X =, hs )(D:Y
=, h, D:Y =, h)s
+H!(s, X =, hs )(D
2
:, ; Y
=, h)s ] ds.
Gronwall’s lemma and (45) yield
E ( sup
R: 6 ;ut
|D2:, ; Y
=, h(u)| p)=C.
This clearly implies the result for N=2.
Similar arguments can be used to prove recursively that, for every N
E( sup
R:1 6 } } } 6 :Nut
|DN:1 , ..., :N Y
=, h(u)| p)=NC. K
In order to complete this section we would like to analyse whether d 2( y)
is finite and d 2( y)=d 2( y).
For any h # H we denote by * the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix
#R, tSh(t) . The same arguments as in [6] for this deterministic setting yield
*  14 |
t
(t&$0 )
+
[ |,(s, Sh(s&r))| p 7 $] ds. (46)
Case (1). Let n=0, that is, t # (s0+r, r]. Then
*  14 |
t
(t&$0)
+
[ |,(s, ’(s&r))| p 7 $] ds.
Thus * >0 (see Cases A1 and A2 in the proof of Theorem 3.1). Conse-
quently d 2( y)=d 2( y).
Case (2). Assume that t # (nr, (n+1) r], n1 and like in Lemma 4.2(b),
|,(t&nr, ’(t&(n+1) r))|{0. The proof of this lemma yields d 2( y)<+
for any fixed y # Rd. Indeed property (P ) stated in Lemma 4.2 yields
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|,(t, Sh (t&r))|{0 for some h # H and then, by property (P) there exists
h # H with Sh(t)= y and Sh(s)=Sh (s), for any s # [&r, t&r]. Conse-
quently |,(t, Sh(t&r))|{0 and, by (46), det #R, tSh (t)>0. Hence d
2( y)<+.
Case (3). Assume t>s0+r and H#0, as in Lemma 4.2(a). The ideas
presented in Lemma 4.2 imply d 2( y)<+ for any fixed y # Rd. Indeed,
from hypothesis (H )(iv) and the proof of Lemma 4.2(a) there exists h # H
such that |,(t, S h (t&r))|{0. Then, as in the previous case, by property
(P) there exists h # H with Sh(t)= y and by (46), det #R, tSh (t)>0. Thus
d 2( y)<+.
6. APPENDIX
In this section we quote some notions and known results that are used
throughout the paper. We refer the reader to [18, 19] for further details.
Let (0, F, P) be the canonical probability space of an n-dimensional
standard Wiener process W=[W j (t), 1 jn, 0tT ], that is, 0 is
the space of all continuous functions |: [0, T]  Rn vanishing at 0, P is
the standard Wiener measure on 0 and F is the completion of the Borel
_-field of 0 with respect to P. Let H be the space of absolutely continuous
functions f : [0, T]  Rn, f (0)=0, such that T0 | f4 (s)|
2 ds<+. H is a
Hilbert space with the norm & f &H=(T0 | f4 (s)|
2 ds)12.
Denote by Cp (R
l ) the set of C functions f : Rl  R such that f and all
its partial derivatives have polynomial growth. Let S be the set of smooth
random variables of the form
F= f (W(h1), ..., W(hl)), (47)
f # Cp (R
l ), h1 , ..., h l # H, l1, and, for any h # H,
W(h)= :
n
j=1
|
T
0
h4 j (t) dW j (t).
The Malliavin derivative of a smooth random variable F of the form (47)
is the n-dimensional stochastic process [DtF, t # [0, T]] whose components
are given by
D( j )t F= :
l
i=1
f
x i
(W(h1), ..., W(hl)) h ji (t), j=1, ..., n.
Notice that DF defines an element of L2(0; H).
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The Malliavin derivative of order N2 is defined by iteration, as
follows. For F # S, t1 , ..., tN # [0, T],
DNt1 , ..., tN F=Dt1 Dt2 } } } DtN F.
For any real number p1 and any integer N1 we denote by DN, p the
completion of the set S with respect to the norm
&F&N, p=_E ( |F | p)+ :
N
i=1
E (&Di F& pL2 ([0, T] i ))&
1p
.
Set D=N1 p # [1, ) DN, p. We denote by DN, p(Rd) and D(Rd) the
corresponding space of d-dimensional random vectors, d1.
For any F # D1, 2(Rd) the Malliavin matrix is the random symmetric
nonnegative matrix defined by
#F=((DF i, DF j ) H)1i, jd .
The domain of the derivative operator D is the space D1, 2. The adjoint of
D is usually called the Skorohod integral and provides an extension of the
classical Ito^ stochastic integral.
For any Borel set A in [0, T] we define FA as the _-field generated by the
random vectors W(t), t # A. Then, if F belongs to D1, 2 and is FA-measurable,
Dt F is null almost everywhere in Ac_0. This property is used to write the
stochastic differential equation (6) satisfied by the Malliavin derivative of
the process [X =(t), t # [0, T]] defined in (2). Moreover, in order to obtain
(6) one needs a functional version of the chain rule for Malliavin derivatives.
As far as we know this is not available in the literature. The next statement
is devoted to its proof.
Lemma 6.1. Let G: C ([a, b]; Rd )  Rd, &<a<b<, be a map
with bounded continuous Fre chet derivatives of first and second order. Let
X=[X(t), atb] be a d-dimensional continuous Ft -adapted process such
that X(t) # D1, 2, for any t # [a, b]. Assume that for every p2 the following
conditions hold
(i) For any rectangle q/[a, b]
E ( sup
s, t # q
|X(s)&X(t)| p)C |q| p2
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and
sup
a:b
E ( sup
s, t # q
|D:X(s)&D:X(t)| p)C |q| p2,
where |q| denotes the length of q.
(ii) Let
sup
a:b
E ( sup
:tb
|D:X(t)| p)<+.
Then, G(X ) # D1, 2 and D:[G(X )]=G!(X )(D:X ) . , where (D:X ) . denotes
the mapping t  D:X(t) and G! is the Fre chet derivative of G.
Proof. For simplicity we give the proof for the case d=1. Consider the
partition of [a, b] given by [a+i (b&a)n , i=0, ..., n]. For any y # R
n+1,
y=( y0 , ..., yn), we denote by .( y) the continuous function obtained by
linear interpolation of (a+i (b&a)n , y i), i=0, ..., n. Define
Gn : Rn+1 [ R
y [ G(.( y)).
The function Gn has bounded first order partial derivatives. Indeed, set si=
a+i (b&a)n , qi=[s i , si+1), i=0, ..., n&2, and qn&1=[sn&1 , b]. Consider
the functions
I i (s)=
n
b&a
(s&si&1) 1qi&1 (s)+
n
b&a
(si+1&s) 1qi (s),
i=1, ..., n&1,
I 0(s)=
n
b&a
(s1&s) 1q0 (s),
I n(s)=
n
b&a
(s&sn&1) 1qn&1 (s).
Then
lim
h  0
Gn( y0 , ..., yi , y i+h, yi+1 , ..., yn)&Gn( y)
h
= lim
h  0
G(.( y)+hI i)&G(.( y))
h
=G!(.( y))(I i ), i=0, ..., n. (48)
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Set
F n=Gn(X(a), X(s1), ..., X(b)).
We want to prove the following facts
(a) F n # D1, 2,
(b) supn E (&DF n&2H)<,
(c) L2&limn   F n=G(X ).
These properties yield G(X ) # D1, 2 and moreover, [DF n, n1] converges
to D(G(X )) in the weak topology of L2(0; H) (see, for instance, [18,
Lemma 1.2.3]). Condition (a) is a consequence of the chain rule of the
Malliavin calculus (see [18, Proposition 1.2.2]). Moreover, from (48) it
follows that
DF n= :
n
j=0
G!(.(X
n))(I j) DX(sj)=G!(.(X
n)) \ :
n
j=0
I j DX(sj )+ (49)
with Xn=(X(s0), X(s1), ..., X(sn)). Hence
E (&DF n&2H)=E \|
b
a
|D:F n|2 d:+
CE \|
b
a
sup
asb } :
n
j=0
I j (s) D:X(sj )}
2
d:+
C sup
a:b
E ( sup
:tb
|D: X(t)|2), (50)
where in the last inequality we have used the fact
} :
n
j=0
I j (s) D:X(s j )}= } :
n&1
j=0
1qj (s) _D: X(sj+1) nb&a (s&sj )
+D:X(s j )
n
b&a
(s j+1&s)&}
2 sup
atb
|D:X(t)|. (51)
The assumption (ii) and (50) ensures property (b).
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We next prove (c). For any p2 we have
E ( |F n&G(X)| p)=E ( |G(.(X n))&G(X )| p)
&G!& p E ( sup
asb
|.(X n)(s)&X(s)| p)
CE ( sup
0in
sup
s # qi
|X(s)&X(si)| p)
C(n+1) \b&an +
p2
ww
n  
0,
where in the last inequality we have used the assumption (i).
Finally we prove the formula for the derivative D[G(X )] by checking
that E (&DF n&G!(X )(DX) .&2H) n   0. Following (49) we consider the
decomposition
E (&DF n&G!(X )(DX ) .&2H)C(A
n
1+A
n
2),
with
An1=E \|
b
a }[G!(.(X
n))&G!(X )] \ :
n
j=0
I j D:X(sj )+}
2
d:+ ,
An2=E \|
b
a }G!(X ) \ :
n
j=0
I j D:X(s j)&(D:X ) .+}
2
d:+ .
It is not difficult to check that limn   An2=0 using the boundedness of the
Fre chet derivative G! and assumption (i). Using a Taylor’s formula in
Banach spaces we can write
G!(.(X
(n)))(")=G!(X )(")+\|
1
0
G!, !((1&*) X+*.(X
(n))) d*+ (.(X (n))&X, "),
where G!, ! denotes the second order Fre chet derivative. The boundedness
of G!, ! and (51) yield
An1C( sup
asb
|.(X (n))(s)&X(s)| 2) E \|
b
a
( sup
atb
|D:X(t)|2) d:+ .
Then, by assumption (ii) and the arguments used in the proof of (c) we
easily obtain limn   An1=0. K
Suppose that the set of hypotheses (H) are satisfied. Then the coefficient
H and the process X ==[X =(t), &rtT ] satisfy the assumptions of
Lemma 6.1 with a=&r, b=T. Indeed, condition (i) on X = can be checked
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using Ho lder’s and Burkholder’s inequalities and Gronwall’s Lemma.
Using a Picard’s iteration scheme for X =, [X =, n, n0],we check recursively
that the processes [X =, n, n0] satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 6.1.
Then,
D:X =, n+1(t)=|
t
:
H!(s, X =, ns )(D:X
=, n)s ds+=g(:, X =(:&r)), n0,
for t&rR:t. This yields (6).
Similar arguments allow us to justify Eq. (41) for the process
[Z h(t), &rtT ] defined in (40).
Fix t # [&r, T]; the mapping f # H  S f (t) defined in (5) is Fre chet dif-
ferentiable. Let D S f (t) denote the Fre chet derivative. Then D S f (t)(h)=
nk=1 
T
0 D
(k)
: S
f (t) h4 k (:) d:. It is not difficult to check that D :S f (t)=0 if
:>t and, for 0:t,
D :S f (t)= g(:, S f (:&r))+|
t
0
H!(s, S fs )(D : S
f )s ds
+|
t
0
{g(s, S f (s&r)) D :S f (s&r) f4 (s) ds.
Fix R0 with t&rR:t. In this case
D : S f (t)= g(:, S f (:&r))+|
t
:
H!(s, S fs )(D :S
f )s ds.
This provides an explanation for (8).
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